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People Management made Easy
ValueVision Technologies is an Enterprise Software company committed to deliver world class
products to our esteemed clientele. We are offering our products on Cloud Computing platform. Our
Software as a Service(SaaS) delivery model comes at affordable pricing. Cost conscious companies
can leverage our high quality products and optimize their resource utilization.

We specialize in Human Capital Management which forms the core for any organization.

Humane is our Human Capital Management product which is designed to effectively manage

the Human Resource in hand as well as in the bush. Our product is designed based on the

fundamental principle that people are the most important resource of an organization and need to
be capitalized on. Humane enable our customers to transform their 'Human Resource' into 'Human
Capital'.

Advantages of Humane for Employees

It can act as an interface to interact regarding their skills both holding as well as aspiring
ones. Humane serves as a guide for Human development by possessing an interactive training guide
where appropriate customized material too can be fed as per the organization requirement.

Advantages of Humane for HR Managers

It reduces a lot of their pressure by serving for automated reports(which can be customized as per
individual client requirements), user friendly interface for optimum navigation, also returning the data



So do you want to sleep peacefully or worry about your Human Resources? If you go for the former,
please reach us in the following contact details.

within split seconds. Our recruitment module is designed to do auto-searching of available candidates
in market for required skills, which gives HR managers a relief from that unwanted follow up loop and
commission they need to do with placement companies.

Advantages of Humane for Organization
It is our unconventional, unorthodox Human resource product which takes the Human resource and
its management to a different desired level and helps in better functioning of organization as a whole.
Humane has conventional modules such as basic employee data maintenance, Leave
management, Time management, Recruitment, Induction, Training, Payroll etc and our unique

Employee Retention module. Our Retention module particularly helps managers to retain cream
employees, using our proprietary analytical tools in the module.

We, at ValueVision Technologies, thrive on innovating existing business practices using cutting-edge

technologies and our technical warheads, coupled with customer oriented operational leverage
(COOL)

Quality standards maintained by ValueVision Technologies can help you to assemble, optimize, and
manage the HR backbone of your organization, which puts your business data to work, so that you
get the maximum value from your HR investment.

ValueVision Technoloqies,
2N602, Hema Park,
Veer Savarkar Marg,
Bhandup East,
Bombay,
India.
+91 2264513628
+91-9820440782

For general enquiries
info@valuevisiontech.com
For queries on Humane
humane@valuevisiontech.com
For sales enquiries
sales@valuevisiontech.com


